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About this book:

Who this book is for:

What you need to use this book:

Related Publications

This book describes new features and important changes that have been implemented in recent
versions of ODEX Enterprise.

This book is intended for existing users of ODEX Enterprise who are interested in how upgrading
to the latest version may affect them.

There are no prerequisites to this publication.
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1 ODEX Enterprise Release Notes - Introduction

1 Introduction

The  purpose  of  this  document  is  to  detail  recent  changes  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  
software. It is aimed at existing users who are  already familiar with ODEX Enterprise  and
will:

Provide information on any functional changes which may impact the operation of  the 
ODEX Enterprise software.

Provide an overview of new features which have been introduced.

The intention is that this document will be read by users before they perform an upgrade
of their existing software so that they understand the impact of  any changes for a more
seamless process.

2 ODEX Enterprise Version 3.3

This section details new features and changes that were introduced  in  ODEX  Enterprise
version 3.3.

Installation2.1

System Requirements

The software requirements for ODEX Enterprise  have been updated, please  consult  the
System Setup Guide to ensure your system meets the requirements for  the  installation
of ODEX Enterprise 3.3.

New Features2.2

The following features have been introduced in ODEX Enterprise version 3.3.0:

HMRC  Data  Adapter*  -  ODEX  Enterprise  now  supports  sending  files  to  and

downloading files from the HMRC web services.

Web Dashboard* - The ODEX Enterprise  dashboard website  can now be installed

for easy access to the most common features of ODEX Enterprise.

File Limiting

File Routing

HTTP/HTTPS  communications  protocol*  -  ODEX  Enterprise  now  supports  the

sending and receiving of data via HTTP and HTTPS.

HTTP Proxy* - ODEX Enterprise now supports the ability to use a HTTP proxy when

sending data over HTTP/HTTPS.

(*) – Feature available under licence from Data Interchange.
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HMRC Data Adapter2.2.1

ODEX Enterprise  now has the  ability  to  send  files  to  and  receive  files  from  HMRC  web
services. These web services are newer alternatives to the AS2 endpoints that the HMRC
use to send and receive PAYE files which will be phased out by 2018. ODEX Enterprise  can
work with these web services through use of  a  data  adapter  which  requires  a  separate
licence component.

Figure - 1 - HMRC data adapter settings - Overview

The ODEX Enterprise administrator allows users to configure  HMRC data adapter settings
profiles in the connections section. These profiles store  settings to use  when connecting
to the DSP (Document submission protocol)  to submit files and when connecting to  the
DPS (Data provisioning service) to download files.

These settings profiles can then be used in a new Send to Adapter job  which  submits  a
file on a workflow to a given data adapter with the given settings. They can also be used
with a data adapter data source and poll data adapter event action to regularly download
new files from the HMRC.

For more specific information on  how  to  configure  the  HMRC  data  adapter,  please  see

the ‘Data Adapter Settings’ section of the System Reference guide.

Web Dashboard2.2.2

The  ODEX  Enterprise  dashboard  website  can  be  installed  using  the  same  installer  as
ODEX Enterprise and allows users to log in to view file  and document information. It also
provides reports on various system statistics such as how many files have been through
the system. This dashboard has been designed to provide users with easy access  to  the
most common functionality of ODEX Enterprise through a browser.

Installation  of  the  dashboard  website  requires  the  Microsoft  Internet  Information
Services (IIS) web server and its use requires a separate licence component to be used in
ODEX Enterprise.
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Figure 2 - Dashboard home page

File Limiting2.2.3

ODEX Enterprise  is now capable  of  performing file  limiting. This allows a limit to  be  set
on the number of files received through any communications protocol.

Global Connection Settings now contains a new tab for File Limiting.

The file limiting settings allow you to limit the number of  files that a particular network
(or all networks) can receive over a given time period.

Figure 3 - File Limiting

You can choose to enable to disable the global file limiting settings.

Disabled

When a network has a file limit of "Disabled", global file limiting is not enforced.

Automatically unblock overtime

If  a network were to become blocked due  to  the  file  limit  being  reached,  the  network
would unblock itself as the files expire.

Time interval

The time interval between receiving files.
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Maximum number of files

Limits the number of files a network can received before it enters the blocked state.

Enforcing File Limits

When a network receives a number of files greater than the configured limit over a given
time period, the network will become "Blocked". 

The file limiting settings allow you to limit the number of  files that a particular network
(or all networks) can receive over a given time period.

Figure 4 - File Limiting

There are three main options to choose from that will  determine how file  limiting is set
on a given network, namely "Disabled", "Use Global  Settings",  and "Limit the number of
received files sent to this network".

Disabled

When a network has a file limit of "Disabled", file limiting is not enforced.

Use Global Settings

When a network has a file limit of "Use Global Settings", the file limit will  be  determined
by  the  settings  given  in  the  <Global  Connection  Settings>  (link  this  to  the  global
connection settings help page) section.

Limit The Number Of Received Files Sent To This Network

When  a  network  has  a  file  limit  of  "Limit  the  number  of  received  files  sent  to  this
network", the file limit will be determined by the values given in the available controls.

Figure 5 - Limit the number of received files

These controls will only become available when this option is selected.

Enforcing File Limits
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When a network receives a number of files greater than the configured limit over a given
time period, the network will become "Blocked".  

Blocked Networks

A blocked  network  can  no  longer  receive  files,  and  any  attempt  to  call  a  network  in  a
"Blocked" state will result in the attempted session being disconnected.

Any  received  files  with  a  status  of  "New"  from  the  network  that  became  blocked  will
become "Postponed", meaning that no workflow processing will be performed on them.

A blocked network can only be unblocked via the <status tab> (link to status tab help file)
on the given network.  

File Routing2.2.4

Several enhancements have been added to ODEX Enterprise's file routing capability. 

New options available when adding/editing routing entries.

Send from default originator added to schedule file job.

Forwarding tab added to networks to allow files to be scheduled from the mailbox
specified when using OFTP, AS2 or Email communication protocols.

Routing entry dialog has been redesigned to allow for new matching  criteria  and  target
file details:

Figure 6 - Source File Matching Routing Entry

Source File Matching - This is the criteria used to determine if  a file  matches to a routing
table entry.

Encoding  -  Only  files  with  the  specified  encoding  will  be  matched  to  this  route,  e.g.
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ASCII, EBCDIC.

The encoding  is  determined  by  ODEX  Enterprise  when  analysing  a  file.   It  is  therefore
necessary to ensure that when restricting routing table  rows to act on files containing  a
specific encoding, that the files being processed have been analysed. 

EDI standard - Only files of the specified EDI standard type will  be  matched to this route,
e.g. VDA, EDIFACT.

The EDI standard is determined by ODEX Enterprise when analysing a file.   It is therefore
necessary to ensure that when restricting routing table  rows to act on files containing  a
specific EDI standard, that the files being processed have been analysed. 

Figure 7 - Target File Details Routing Entry

Target File Details - The target file details are the changes made to a file  if  it matches the
source criteria of the routing table row.

Encoding -  When  scheduling  a  file  using  the  routing  table,  if  a  matching  row  is  found,
entering a value in this field will change the encoding of the file.

The default value, 'Unchanged', means the file encoding will not be changed.

Delimiters  -  When  scheduling  an  EDI  file  using  the  routing  table,  if  a  matching  row  is
found, the value selected here will determine the delimiters used on the output file.

Use CRLF -  Each segment terminator will  be  followed by a carriage return and  line
feed.

Use LF - Each segment terminator will be followed by a line feed.

None  -  Each  segment  terminator  will  be  followed  immediately  by  the  next
segment, without any intervening whitespace.

Unchanged - Delimiters will not be changed. This is the default value.
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File  format -  When scheduling a file  using the routing table, if  a matching row is  found,
the value in this field will change the OFTP File Format. E.g. Fixed, Unformatted.

The default value, 'Unchanged',  means the file  format specified in the schedule  job will
be used.

This doesn't change the structure  of  the  file,  only  how  the  structure  is  reported  to  the
recipient.

Note: This field has no effect on any communication protocol other than OFTP.

Record Length / Pad file end to fixed length -  When sending a file  as 'Fixed' or 'Variable'
format, the record length needs to be entered.

For 'Fixed' format files, the total file size needs to be a multiple of the record size.

The 'Pad file  end to  fixed  length'  check  box  adds  blank  space  to  the  end  of  the  file  to
ensure that this is the case.

Note: This field has no effect on any communication protocol other than OFTP.

'Send from default originator' is now an option on the drop down list for Sender Mailbox
on the Schedule File workflow job. 

The  system  will  get  the  forwarding  links  of  the  destination  mailbox.  If  there  is  a
forwarding  link  for  the  sessions  protocol  type,  then  that  mailbox  will  be  used  as  the
originator. 

Note: This will only appear on the 'Sender Mailbox'.

The  mailbox  forwarding  tab  has  been  added  to  the  mailbox  view  for  OFTP,  and  the
network view for AS2 and Email:

Figure 8 - Forwarding

This page can be used to view and configure mailbox forwarding links. 

When  forwarding  a  file  received  by  this  mailbox,  one  of  the  selected  mailboxes  (as
above)  may  be  used  as  the  sender  when  scheduling  the  file,  if  the  schedule  job  is
configured to use a default sender. 
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The  mailboxes  available  for  selection  for  the  protocol  types  'AS2'  and  'Email'  are  all
internal  mailboxes whereas  the  OFTP  drop  down  allows  the  selection  of  both  internal
and external mailboxes.

HTTP and HTTPS Communications Protocol2.2.5

ODEX Enterprise version 2.3.0 now supports the use of  HTTP and HTTPs to exchange data
with  trading  partners.   As  with  the  other  communications  protocols  within  ODEX
Enterprise,  HTTP  and  HTTPS  require  internal  and  trading  partner  networks,  and
subsystems to be profiled to the correct trading partner specifications.  These protocols
require a separate licence component to be used in ODEX Enterprise.

Figure 1:  The ‘Overview’ tab shown to the user when creating a  HTTP subsystem.

There are two separate components that can be used within ODEX Enterprise  to support

HTTP, an HTTP client, and an HTTP server.  An HTTP client is responsible  for sending data,

while  an HTTP server is responsible  for receiving  data.   Currently,  only  two  HTTP  verbs

are supported by both the client and the server – PUT, and POST.

Communication  over  HTTP/HTTPS  in  ODEX  Enterprise  supports  two  types  of

authentication, IP address authentication, and HTTP Basic Authentication (username and
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password).  These options can be configured in the ‘Advanced’ tab in the HTTP subsystem

interface.

Figure 2:  The ‘Advanced’ tab within the HTTP Subsystem interface.

For more specific information on how to configure  the HTTP and HTTPS communications

protocols,  please  see  the  ‘HTTP  Client’  and  ‘HTTP  Server’  sections  of  the  System

Reference guide.

HTTP Proxy2.2.6

ODEX Enterprise  now supports the forwarding of  HTTP and HTTPS traffic through a  HTTP

proxy.  The use of a HTTP proxy requires that the ‘Proxy’ components be licensed.

Proxy details can be  shared  between  many  HTTP  Subsystems,  and  so,  to  configure  the

proxy, there  is a new tab  in  the  ‘Global  Connection  Settings’  menu  in  ODEX  Enterprise

Administrator.
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Figure  3:   The  ‘HTTP  Proxy  Server’  tab  within  the  ‘Global  Connection  Settings ’  interface  in  EPIC

Adminis trator.

For further information on configuring a HTTP subsystem to use a HTTP proxy, please see

the ‘HTTP Proxy’ section of the System Reference guide.

3 ODEX Enterprise Version 3.2

This section details new features and changes that were introduced  in  ODEX  Enterprise
version 3.2.

Installation3.1

System Requirements

The  software  and  hardware  requirements  for  ODEX  Enterprise  have  been  updated,
please consult the System Setup Guide to ensure your  system  meets  the  requirements
for the installation of ODEX Enterprise 3.2.

New Features3.2

The following features have been introduced in ODEX Enterprise version 3.2:

Password management options - ODEX Enterprise now allows administrators to specify
a password policy which is used to enforce password contents requirements, password
expiry and automated user account locking.

Alerting  -  ODEX  Enterprise  now  allows  multiple  types  of  alert  to  be  triggered  when
certain criteria are met. This could be used, for example, to email a user if no files have
been received in the past 24 hours.

Local  file  routing  -  In  addition  to  the  global  file  routing  table  ODEX  Enterprise  now
supports separate  routing tables for each internal  and trading partner network  that  is
profiled.

Multiple file extraction -  ODEX Enterprise  now allows multiple  files to be extracted at
once from the workstation in a compressed format.
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Password support for compress and decompress jobs -  The ODEX Enterprise  compress
and decompress workflow jobs now support compressed files that are  secured with a
password. The password to use can be specified in the job parameters.

New convert file  encoding and reformat file  jobs -  The  existing  convert  file  encoding
job has been split into two jobs. One which purely converts the encoding of  a file  and
one which can reformat a file's delimiters.

SFTP server and client public key authentication -  ODEX Enterprise  now allows trading
partner SFTP server and client networks to user public key authentication as well as the
existing authentication which uses and user ID and password. 

PDF printing - The print report workflow job has a new parameter named "Print to PDF"
which will  create  a  PDF  file  instead  of  printing  the  file  to  a  printer  and  replaces  the
current workflow file with the PDF document. This parameter defaults to "No".

OFTP2 PFS and TLS  -  Under  OFTP2 listeners  and  trading  partner  network  connections
there  are  now  options  to  request  PFS  (perfect  forward  secrecy)  and  TLS  security  for
more secure connections.

SAP  tRFC  -  Support  for  tRFC  connections  to  SAP  have  been  reintroduced  in  ODEX
Enterprise  3.2.  These  connections  are  made  using  an  API  rather  than  the  startRFC
external application. 

Reformat files when opening -  The ODEX Enterprise  workstation now gives the option
to  reformat  file  delimiters  when  opening  an  EDI  file.  A  dialog  is  displayed  when
opening which allows users to convert file encoding and add line breaks.

Password Management Options3.2.1

New  options  for  password  management  have  been  introduced  in  ODEX  Enterprise
version 3.2. These mainly take the form of a password policy which contains settings that
are applied to all users of the system.
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Figure 9 - Password Policy

The password policy can be seen under the  User  Security  >  Security  Settings  section  of
the administrator client and has the following groups of settings:

Password requirements -  This section contains restrictions on the content of  any  new
passwords  that  are  set  against  users.  For  example  these  settings  could  be  used  to
restrict new passwords to a minimum of  8 characters and  ensure  that  they  contain  at
least one digit and capital letter.

New passwords - This section contains what kind of  new passwords can be used. They
can  prohibit  the  reuse  of  old  passwords,  the  use  of  user  data  such  as  name  in  the
passwords and also prohibit the user of common passwords such as "Password".

User  account  locking  -  This  section  states  the  threshold  at  which  user  accounts  are
locked after a certain number of  login / security answer attempts as well  as how long
user account are locked for (you can also manually lock accounts from their user page).

Password expiry -  This section contains settings for password expiry. It can be used to
determine how long after passwords are  set that they will  expire  and  how  long  after
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that the account will  be  locked.  Note  that  once  a  password  expires  that  user  will  be
forced to change their password when they log in.

For more  information  on  these  settings  please  see  the  password  policy  section  of  the
System Reference guide.

Alerting3.2.2

ODEX  Enterprise  version  3.2  now  has  the  ability  to  setup  alerts  which  are  sent  to
specified  recipients  when  certain  conditions  are  met.  They  can  be  configured  in  the
Alerts section of the administrator client.

Figure 10 - The main alerts screen in the System section of the Administrator

The alerting section is split into the following pages:

Alert  history  -  This  page  shows  a  list  of  alerts  which  have  already  been  sent  by  the
system. This view can be filtered to only show alerts for certain companies in a certain
time period.  The  status  of  the  alerts  are  also  shown  here  and  they  can  be  resent  in
there was an error.

Recipients -  This page manages the adding, editing and deleting of  alert  recipients.  A
recipient specifies a method of sending an alert and the place it will  be  sent to. There
are multiple options for methods of sending an alert such as email and SMS each which
takes  an  address  /  phone  number  to  send  the  alert  to.  You  can  also  configure  time
periods  which  this  recipient  is  active  for  and  test  the  sending  of  an  alert  to  the
recipient.

Alerts list -  This page manages the adding, editing and  deleting  of  alerts  themselves.
When  adding  an  alert  you  specify  the  type  of  alert  (i.e.  what  the  alert  criteria  is
measuring, such as number of  inbound connections)  as well  as criteria which must be
met for the alert to be triggered, such as 5 connections in the past hour. The recipients
that the alert should be sent to also must be profiled and some alert types also allow a
schedule to be set which will determine when the alert criteria will be checked.
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For more information on alerting please see the alerts section of  the System Reference
guide.

Local File Routing3.2.3

ODEX Enterprise previously had a global  file  routing table  which has entries which apply
to  all  system  communications.  Version  3.2 now  introduces  local  file  routing  tables  for
each internal and trading partner network. These routing tables work in the same way as
the global  routing table  but are  restricted to only having entries related to the  network
which they are against. 

Figure 11 - Routes

For  more  information  on  routing  tables  please  see  the  routes  section  of  the  System
Reference guide.

Multiple File Extraction3.2.4

The ODEX Enterprise  workstation  previously  supported  the  extraction  of  single  files.  A
new  addition  in  version  3.2  is  the  ability  to  extract  multiple  files  at  once  from  the
workstation client to a compressed file. 
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Figure 12 - File extract dialog

The extraction dialog gives the option to extract the current files or the original  files that
were submitted to the workflows. You can also choose what fields will  be  the  name  of
the files are are inside the compressed file.

For more information on file extraction please see the extract files section of  the System
Reference guide.

Reformat File Dialog3.2.5

The ODEX Enterprise  workstation now presents a dialog when a user selects to open  an
EDI file from the workstation client. This dialog provides options for reformatting the file
encoding and delimiters.
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Figure 13 - Reformat file dialog

The follow options are available to reformat the file before it is opened. Note that none
of these will change the file that is stored on the server, just the file that is opened.

Add line breaks between EDI segments - If the EDI segments in the file are not
separated with line breaks then this option will add line breaks between them.

Convert EBCDIC files to ASCII - If the file being encoded in EBCDIC then this option will
reformat it to ASCII encoding.

SAP tRFC3.2.6

Support for tRFC connections to SAP have been reintroduced in ODEX Enterprise  3.2 and
are  now  made  using  an  API  rather  than  the  startRFC  external  application.  Files  can  be
sent via SAP tRFC using workflow jobs and can be received using data sources. 

Figure 14 - SAP system tRFC

Status messages can now be exported to your SAP system at regular intervals as files go
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through processing.

Figure 15 - SAP system Advanced

SAP tRFC and the sending of status messages can be configured in the SAP back office
system settings section of the system administrator. For more information please see
the SAP tRFC section of the system reference guide.

SFTP Public Key Authentication3.2.7

ODEX  Enterprise  now  allows  trading  partner  SFTP  server  and  client  networks  to  user
public key authentication as well  as the existing authentication  which  uses  and  user  ID
and  password.  There  is  now  an  option  on  the  overview  page  of  trading  partner  SFTP
server networks to "Use SSH Key  Authentication",  once  this  option  is  selected  you  can
specific a file from which to import the public key to use for the connection.
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Figure 16 - SFTP Server Network - Overview

There is a similar option under trading partner FTP client networks with which to add a
private key. This key is imported using the below dialog. More information can be found
on entering private keys in the system reference guide.
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Figure 17 - Key details

Changes3.3

The  following  notable  changes  have  been  made  to  existing  functionality  in  ODEX
Enterprise version 3.2:

The EDI code configuration dialog no longer has "Test flag" and "Application reference"
fields which were used when matching EDI codes against data definitions. A user that
wishes  to  match  a  workflow  against  these  fields  should  use  the  EDI  document
definition.

There is now a separate  permission  for  running  trace  calls  on  networks.  Previously  a
user would need full edit permissions for a network to be able to run a trace call on it.

During installation the user can select to use an existing or new database for both fresh
and upgraded installations.

4 ODEX Enterprise Version 3.1

This section details new features and changes that were introduced  in  ODEX  Enterprise
version 3.1

New Features4.1

The following features have been introduced in ODEX Enterprise version 3.1:

File  encryption* -  ODEX Enterprise  now  supports  the  encryption  of  all  data  files  that
are stored on disk by the server.

Functional  acknowledgments  -  ODEX  Enterprise  now  supports  both  ANSI  X12  and
EDIFACT CONTRL functional acknowledgment standards.

Email  communications  protocols*  -  ODEX  Enterprise  now  supports  the  sending  and
receiving of data via SMTP and POP3 protocols.

Additional  AS2  MIME  headers  -  It  is  now  possible  to  set  MIME  headers  for  both
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"Subject" and "Filename" fields when sending files via AS2.

* Feature ava i lable under l i cence from Data  Interchange. 

File Encryption4.1.1

ODEX  Enterprise  version  3.1  introduces  the  ability  to  encrypt  all  data  files  which  are
stored on disk by the server (this includes all files sent and receive  via comms). Files will
be  encrypted  automatically  when  they  are  received  by  the  server  and  will  be
automatically  decrypted  when  required  (when  opening  a  file  via  the  workstation  for
example).  Once  the  appropriate  component  has  been  licensed  via  the  licensing  client
file encryption can be enabled in the data security section of  the administrator client. All
files are encrypted using AES with a 256 bit key.

Figure 18 - Data Security

Functional Acknowledgments4.1.2

ODEX  Enterprise  3.1  now  supports  both  ANSI  X12  and  EDIFACT  CONTRL  functional
acknowledgment  message  standards.  The  purpose  of  which  is  to  inform  the  original
sender that  their  messages  have  been  received  and  are  syntactically  correct  or  if  they
have  been  rejected.  These  acknowledgments  are  completely  separate  from
communications protocol acknowledgments such as EERPs.
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Figure 19 - Create Functional Acknowledgement

As part of this feature the following workflow jobs have been added:

Create functional acknowledgment -  The details from a previous analysis job are  used
to create a functional acknowledgment matching the syntax of the received file 

Track document - Before a file is sent this job can extract key information from the file
and store  it in a tracking document for  each  message  in  a  file.  These  documents  will
later be used to match to received functional acknowledgment.

Process acknowledgment -  A  received  functional  acknowledge  file  has  its  containing
acknowledgments extracted and matched to tracking documents. Went a document is
matched  that  file  will  have  its  "Functional  acknowledgment  status"  updated
appropriately.

Wait for functional  acknowledgment -  This  job  can  halt  workflow  processing  until  an
expected functional acknowledgment is received.

Email Communications Protocols4.1.3

ODEX Enterprise  version 3.1 now supports using  SMTP  and  POP3 protocols  to  exchange
data  with  trading  partners.  As  with  the  other  communications  protocols  within  ODEX
Enterprise SMTP and POP3 require internal and trading partner networks and subsystems
to  be  profiled  to  the  correct  trading  partner  specifications.  These  protocols  require  a
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separate licence component to be used in ODEX Enterprise.

Figure - 20 - Email Subsystem - Overview

For  more  specific  information  about  how  to  set  up  these  communication  protocols
please see the email subsystem section of the System Reference guide.

5 ODEX Enterprise Version 3.0

This section details new features and changes that were introduced  in  ODEX  Enterprise
version 3.0

Installation5.1

System Requirements

The  software  and  hardware  requirements  for  ODEX  Enterprise  have  been  updated,
please consult the System Setup Guide to ensure your  system  meets  the  requirements
for the installation of ODEX Enterprise 3.

Microsoft SQL Server 2005

ODEX  Enterprise  uses  Microsoft  SQL  Server  to  store  configuration  and  data  associated
with  the  processing  of  files.  Microsoft  SQL  Server  2005  is  no  longer  supported  as  an
option  for  the  location  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  database.  In  recent  years  a  number  of
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features have been added to the later  editions  of  SQL  Server  that  are  now  required  in
order  for  ODEX  Enterprise  to  use  SQL  Server  effectively.  The  system  software
requirements have been updated to reflect the full  list  of  SQL  Server  versions  that  are
supported by ODEX Enterprise.

Client Interoperability

Traditionally  previous  editions  of  ODEX  Enterprise  client  software  have  been  able  to
communicate  with newer versions  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  server  software.  Due  to  the
large  number  of  changes  between  ODEX  Enterprise  version  2  and  ODEX  Enterprise
version 3, it is not possible  for version 2 clients to connect to the  version  3 server.  This
means that all client installations will need to be upgraded in order to communicate  with
the ODEX Enterprise server after the server upgrade has been performed. 

Please  note  it  is  never  recommended  to  use  a  new  version  of  a  client  with  an  older
server. 

Setup & Upgrades5.2

Supported Versions

ODEX Enterprise Version 2 - Upgrades from all released versions of ODEX Enterprise  2 are
supported. 

ODEX  Enterprise  Version  1  -  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3  no  longer  supports  direct
upgrades from ODEX Enterprise version 1. If  you require  an upgrade for ODEX Enterprise
version 1 a two-tier approach will  need to be performed. This is where ODEX Enterprise
version 1 is first upgraded to the last release of  ODEX Enterprise  version  2.  This  is  then
subsequently  upgraded  to  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3.  For  assistance  with  upgrades
please contact Data Interchange or your local Data Interchange representative.

ODEX Professional  -  ODEX Enterprise  version  3 no  longer  supports  direct  upgrade  from
ODEX Professional.  If  you require  an upgrade for ODEX Professional  a two-tier approach
will need to be performed. This is where ODEX Professional  is first upgraded to the last
release  of  ODEX  Enterprise  version  2.  This  is  then  subsequently  upgraded  to  ODEX
Enterprise  version  3.  For  assistance  with  upgrades  please  contact  Data  Interchange  or
your local Data Interchange representative.

System Setup Wizard

After the installation of ODEX Enterprise the System Setup Wizard will be launched. If  for
any reason it is not launched it can be run manually from the Windows Start Menu. The
System Setup Wizard has been introduced to provide a step by step guide  to  the  initial
configuration of ODEX Enterprise. This includes:

Creation of the SQL Server database.

Creation of directories for holding data files.

Performing upgrades from existing versions of ODEX Enterprise.

Please refer to the Setup & Configuration  guide  for  more  details  on  the  capabilities  of
the System Setup Wizard.

Upgrade Warnings

There have been a number of  changes in  the  internal  structure  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise
product,  this  means  that  there  may  be  situations  where  a  user  is  required  to  make
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configuration  changes  before  or  after  an  upgrade  has  been  performed.  In  situations
where a user needs to make configuration changes the Setup Wizard will  create  a report
which  highlights  any  situations  where  configuration  changes  may  be  required  post-
upgrade.

It is possible  to stop at this point without making changes or impacting the  old  version.
The upgrade can be re-run at a later point.

For each of  the warnings  displayed  please  determine  the  impact  and  any  changes  that
may be required post upgrade. If  you are  unsure of  the impact or  the  changes  required
then  either  view  the  associated  knowledge  base  articles  or  contact  Data  Interchange
support. 

If  you  choose  to  continue  with  the  upgrade  then  either  print  or  save  a  copy  of  these
warnings for reference post upgrade. If  you  choose  to  continue  with  the  upgrade  then
you  must  action  all  of  the  warnings  displayed  in  order  to  upgrade  from  the  previous
version. 

New Features5.3

A number of  new areas of  functionality  are  available  in  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3 in

addition to the features in ODEX Enterprise version 2. These features are:

SFTP Server - Configure an ODEX SFTP server for your trading partners. *

Workflow processing -  It is now possible  to run multiple  workflows on a  single  file.

This functionality have lead to further workflow processing changes.

eInvoice tracking - Additional auditing for invoice messages.*
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Advanced MQ support with RFH2 headers -  Communicate  with  IBM Websphere  MQ

systems using RFH2 headers. *

Business filtering - Restrict the data shown to users of the ODEX Workstation.

Communications  session  tracking  -  Track  session  information  from  the  ODEX

Workstation.

In house document definitions -  Create  in-house document definitions  for  ODEX  to

recognised and extract data fields as placeholders.

EDI  document  data  extraction  -  Extract  data  fields  from  EDI  documents  as

placeholders.

Advanced  placeholder  logic  -  Define  global  or  file  specific  placeholders  during

workflow processing.

Controlled server start up and shutdown - Control the functionality available  on start

up of the ODEX Enterprise server and shut down the server in a controlled manner.

Email  queuing  and  retry  -  Track  email  notifications  sent  by  ODEX  as  a  part  of  a

workflow  process  or  in  response  to  system  events  using  the  email  queue.  Retry

emails when the SMTP server is unavailable. 

Workflow  search  -  Search  your  workflow  and  job  configuration  from  the  ODEX

Administrator client.

Communications retry profiles -  Configure  communications retry  profiles  which  can

be shared across multiple networks. 

Parent  /  child  company  definitions  -  Define  parent  /  child  relationships  between

trading partner definitions in ODEX. 

Distribution lists - Define lists of networks or mailboxes for scheduling files. *

Location codes - Schedule files using location codes from in-house message formats.

64bit  support  for  Local  CAPI  installations  -  Use  an  ISDN  card  locally  on  64-bit

architecture. 

Copy and paste - The ODEX Enterprise  administrator client now supports the copying

and pasting of items from list views to make it easier to configure  items with similar

settings.

* Feature available under licence from Data Interchange. 

SFTP Server5.3.1

ODEX Enterprise now implements an SFTP server that may be used for communications.
SFTP  Server  is  available  as  a  licensed  component,  if  you  wish  to  deploy  SFTP  Server
please consult Data Interchange or your local  Data Interchange representative. For more
details on implementing SFTP Server please refer to the Administrative  Tasks section of
the  Administrator's  Guide.  Please  refer  to  the  the  SFTP  Server  Subsystem  and  SFTP
Network sections. 
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Workflow Processing5.3.2

Executing Multiple Workflows

One  of  the  main  features  which  has  been  added  to  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3  is  the
ability  to  execute  multiple  workflows  for  a  single  file.  The  addition  of  this  feature
explains many of the changes to workflow processing from ODEX Enterprise 2.

In  ODEX  Enterprise  2  there  were  two  different  mechanisms  available  for  executing
multiple  workflows  for  a  single  file.  The  first  choice  was  to  use  Advanced  Channels
where  multiple  workflows  could  be  configured  against  a  channel.  These  would  run
consecutively with no easy mechanism for controlling the execution of  these workflows
under  different  circumstances.  The  second  approach  would  be  to  use  the  'Move  to
Channel' return code action. This allowed a different workflow to  be  executed  but  was
limited, there was no way to return to the original  workflow after moving to a different
channel. 

In  ODEX  Enterprise  3  there  are  two  new  mechanisms  that  can  be  used  to  execute
multiple  workflows  for  a  single  file.  These  two  new  mechanisms  are  available  as
workflow jobs that can be executed at any point during workflow processing. These two
new jobs are called 'Run Workflow' job and 'Match Workflow' job.

Run Workflow Job 

The  Run  Workflow  job  allows  a  workflow  to  execute  a  secondary  workflow  during
workflow  processing  of  a  file  without  the  need  for  a  channel.  The  execution  of  the
secondary workflow can be performed in either Synchronous or Asynchronous mode. 

Synchronous mode will  execute  the  secondary  workflow  and  wait  for  the  workflow  to
complete before performing any subsequent jobs on the calling workflow. Asynchronous
mode will  create  a new entry for the file  in the database; the  calling  workflow  will  not
wait  for  the  secondary  workflow  to  complete,  both  workflows  will  execute
independently on separate  files. Synchronous and Asynchronous workflow calls may be
nested within workflows to allow for even greater flexibility.
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Match Workflow Job

As we have seen from the Run Workflow job Channels are  no longer mandatory in order
for a workflow to execute. Their purpose has changed to be  that  of  workflow  selection
only.  For  this  reason  the  term  "Channel"  has  been  renamed  to  the  term  "Workflow
Selector". 

The Match Workflow job allows a  file  to  be  matched  to  a  workflow  selector  and  when
matched execute the workflow of  the workflow selector. The workflow of  the workflow
selector  may  be  executed  with  the  same  options  as  the  Run  Workflow  job
(Synchronously or Asynchronously). 

Advanced Channels 

Advanced channels (multiple workflows are executed for a single  channel)  are  no longer
supported  in  ODEX  Enterprise  3.  A  user  wishing  to  execute  multiple  workflows  for  a
single  workflow selector in ODEX Enterprise  3 should use the Run Workflow job. During
an upgrade from ODEX Enterprise  version 2 any Advanced Channels will  be  converted to
use the Run Workflow job. 

System Workflow

In ODEX Enterprise version 2 when a file entered the system it was immediately matched
to a channel / workflow selector. This process continues in ODEX Enterprise 3 but the way
this process is performed has been altered. This process is now performed by a workflow
called the 'System Workflow'. This workflow is not available  to the user for the purpose
of  editing but the execution of  the system workflow is visible  when  viewing  files  from
the  Workstation  client.  This  provides  additional  visibility  of  processing  that  is
automatically performed by ODEX Enterprise. 
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The two jobs that are underlined in red have been performed by the system workflow on
a received file. The file has been analysed to determine its file content and then a match
workflow  job  has  attempted  to  match  the  file  to  a  Workflow  Selector.  The  file  was
matched  to  a  Workflow  Selector  named  Test  and  the  associated  workflow  was  then
executed.  The  ODEX  system  workflow  may  execute  a  Split  job  if  an  EDI  file  contains
multiple interchanges and requires to be split in order to match to a workflow selector. 

Return Code Actions

Return  Codes  are  used  to  indicate  the  result  of  a  Workflow  Job.  Return  Code  Actions
determine what happens next on the Workflow for a given Return Code. to A number of
return code actions that were available  in ODEX  Enterprise  2 are  no  longer  available  in
ODEX Enterprise 3.

Move  to  Channel  -  For  a  specific  return  code,  move  to  a  channel  and  execute  the
associated workflow.  This  should  be  replaced  with  a  Move  to  Workflow  return  code
action or a Run Workflow  job.  When  upgrading  from  ODEX  Enterprise  2 any  Move  to
Channel  return  code  actions  will  be  modified  automatically  to  use  the  Move  to
Workflow return code action.  

Submit - Allows a child file to be submitted as a new file  in the system. This should be
replaced  with  a  Match  to  Workflow  job.  During  the  upgrade  from  ODEX  Enterprise
version 2 this return code action will  be  set  to  Continue.  If  you  are  using  the  Submit
return  code  action  in  any  workflow  processing  you  will  need  to  reconfigure  your
workflows  post  upgrade.  If  you  are  unsure  the  upgrade  warnings  will  highlight  any
workflows which are using the Submit return code action.

Discard  -  Allows  a  child  file  to  be  removed  by  the  system.  During  the  upgrade  from
ODEX Enterprise  version 2 this  return  code  action  will  be  set  to  Continue.  If  you  are
using  the  Discard  return  code  action  in  any  workflow  processing  you  will  need  to
reconfigure your workflows post upgrade. If  you are  unsure the upgrade warnings will
highlight any workflows which are using the Discard return code action.

Worklow Selector Groups

In ODEX Enterprise 2 all Channels were present in a single ordered list.  With the addition
of  the Match to Workflow job it became desirable  to maintain different ordered lists of
Workflow  Selectors  for  different  purposes.  Workflow  Selector  Groups  are  used  to
represent different ordered lists of Workflow Selectors. Workflow Selector Groups allow
for Workflow Selectors to be grouped  by  business  process,  it  is  easier  to  maintain  and
understand  small  lists  or  Workflow  Selector  groups  than  one  big  list  of  Workflow
Selectors.  The  Match  to  Workflow  job  may  be  used  to  match  a  file  using  a  specific
Workflow Selector Group. In addition the job can be configured to match to any selectors
that do not  belong  to  a  group  and  are  thus  labelled  'Ungrouped'.  A  Workflow  Selector
may only belong to a single Workflow Selector Group.

When upgrading from ODEX Enterprise version 2 all existing channels will be upgraded as
'Ungrouped' workflow selectors. 
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Workflow  Selector  Groups  can  be  configured  from  the  tree  view  of  the  Administrator
client.

Workflow Jobs

ODEX Enterprise  3 has an  extensive  list  of  workflow  jobs  that  are  available  for  use.  To
make it easier to find the right job the dialog used for selecting workflow jobs has been
re-designed.

Each  job  now  belongs  to  one  or  more  job  categories  that  group  jobs  together.  It  is
possible to search for workflow jobs and their descriptions by typing in the text box next
to the Search text. When a job is selected the right hand side  provides  a  description  of
the job and a link to the System Reference guide for the selected job.

For details of individual jobs please refer to the Jobs section of  system reference guide.
The following jobs are new to ODEX Enterprise version 3:

Add to Batch - Add a file to a named batch for the grouping of files.

Compress - Compress the current file on the workflow into a ZIP archive.

Condition - Evaluates a placeholder expression.

Decompress - Extract one or more files from a compressed archive. 

Find & Replace - Use regular expressions to find or replace text within a file.

Match Workflow - Select a workflow to execute using Workflow Selectors.

Process Batch - Process a batch collection of files.

Run Workflow - Execute a secondary workflow.

Schedule ENGDAT Folder - Schedule an ENGDAT folder.

Schedule SFTP File - Make a file accessible on ODEX's SFTP server.

Set Address - Override the analysis addressing details. 

Set Document Function - Set a user defined document function against the current file.

Set Placeholder - Create and set the value of user defined placeholders.

Set State - Change the state of a file.
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Validate XML - Validate an XML file against an XML schema document.

Wait / Pause - Delay processing of the workflow.

Wair for User - Delay processing of the workflow until the user has released the file.

Input Files

Not all workflow jobs required a file on disk in order for the job to execute, for example
the Call Network job. For those jobs that do require an input file  there  is a mechanism to
choose the input file  that is used on the workflow. When configuring a workflow in the
Administrator client there is a new 'Input File' tab. 

This tab allows the user to choose the input file from a previous job on the workflow. An
example where this could be useful would be if there was a need to map a single  source
file (using the Map job) to two different formats in the same workflow. 

Administrator5.3.3

Tasks

The  ODEX  Administrator  client  features  a  new  Tasks  section.  This  area  is  designed  to
make it easy to perform the simplest of Administrator tasks.
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When one of the Task icons is clicked a simple step by step wizard will be shown to guide
the user through the task. The following shows the setting up of  an OFTP trading partner
network from the Configure Trading Partner Communications task.

For more details of the Tasks available please refer to the Administrator Task Bar section
of the System Reference guide.

Copy & Paste

Copy & Paste  has been added to the Workflow section of  the  Administrator  client.  This
allows for the following objects to copy and pasted:

Workflows

Workflow Selectors

Data Sources

Data Definitions

Document Definitions

Maps

Copy and Paste  can be used either directly against the tree view or from a  list  view.  To
perform copy and paste operations right click on an object or use  the standard Windows
short  cut  keys  when  an  object  is  selected.   Objects  may  be  copy  and  pasted  between
different  ODEX  Enterprise  servers  by  operating  two  Administrator  clients  at  the  same
time. Copy and Paste between servers will  allow for the deployment of  workflows from
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a test server to a product server.

Changes5.4

The  following  notable  changes  have  been  made  to  existing  functionality  in  ODEX
Enterprise version 3.0:

X.400 -  Support for the X.400 communications protocol  is no  longer  available  in  ODEX
Enterprise. 

Communities -  The ability to group users under communities is no longer available  in
ODEX Enterprise.

Server clustering - Windows server clustering is no longer available in ODEX Enterprise.

Licensing - A new licensing client has been introduced in ODEX Enterprise. All  licensing
components  including  network  keys  now  expire  and  several  new  components  have
been added.

 SAP -  SAP integration using  StartRFC  continues  to  be  supported  when  using  a  32 bit
operating  system.  However,  options  to  submit  directly  to  SAP  or  requeue  status
records from the workstation have been removed. These operations are  still  available
using  workflow  jobs.  Please  consult  Data  Interchange  or  your  Data  Interchange
representative  before  upgrading or installing an ODEX Enterprise  that interacts with a
SAP system.

Retention periods -  Retention now happens over short periods of  time as opposed to
once  a  day.  The  retention  of  information  regarding  files  from  comms  is  handled
separately to that of files from workflows.

EDI  codes  -  Now  allow  the  use  of  a  wildcard  character  in  the  qualifier  and  routing
address fields.

ENGDAT -  The options for matching ENGDAT folders to workflow  selectors  have  been
changed.

Workstation - The inbound and outbound views now contain all files in the system. The
options  for  file  resubmissions  have  been  improved  and  there  is  now  a  tab  to  view
communication sessions.

XLATE and XE - XLATE is no longer supported in ODEX Enterprise  verions 3.0. Backwards
compatibility for older runtime versions of XE has been improved.

Document definitions -  Document definitions are  now separate  from  data  definitions
in the administrator. They can now also be used with the analyse job in order to specify
fields in EDI documents.

Licensing5.4.1

Licensing Client

A  new  client  application  has  been  introduced  as  a  single  point  for  updating  product
licensing details. This application operates in the same way as any other ODEX Enterprise
client - the server must be running and accessible  by the client application. The client is
split into three main areas:

Product - Enter or update the serial number and licence code of the product.
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Components - Enter or update the licence code for any product components.

Internal  Networks  -  Enter  or  update  the  authorisation  keys  for  any  internal  network
identifiers.

Please refer to the Licensing section of  the System  Reference  guide  for  instructions  on
how to use the Licensing Client.

Authentication Key & Component Code Expiry

In  ODEX  Enterprise  version  2  all  internal  network  authentication  keys  and  some
component  codes  were  issued  with  a  license  that  did  not  expire.  In  ODEX  Enterprise
version 3 all internal network authentication keys and component codes are issued on an
annual  renewal  basis at the same time as  your  serial  number  licence  code.  This  means
that when updating your serial number licence code on an annual basis,  you are  required
to  update  the  authentication  keys  for  each  internal  network  and  any  product
components. 

During an upgrade from ODEX Enterprise  version 2, any  network  authentication  keys  or
component license codes are  updated to expire  at the  same  time  as  the  serial  number
license code.

New Components

The  number  of  components  available  in  ODEX  Enterprise  3 has  increased  from  that  of
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ODEX  Enterprise  2.  The  following  functionality  of  ODEX  Enterprise  version  2  is  now
controlled by a license component:

Unlimited Trading Partners -  Without this component code the configuration  of  ODEX
Enterprise is limited to 40 trading partner definitions. 

MQ - Component for interaction with IBM WebShere Message Queue systems.

OFTP2 * - Component for communications using the OFTP2 protocol.

SFTP Client * - Component for communications with an SFTP server.

*Already a licensed component in some version of ODEX Enterprise 2. 

The  following  functionality  is  new  to  ODEX  Enterprise  3  and  is  controlled  using  a
component code:

SFTP Server -  Component to allow SFTP server communications  with  ODEX  Enterprise
acting as an SFTP server.

Trading Partner Controls - Component to use advanced trading partner controls such as
Distribution Lists and Protocol Aliasing.

eInvoice - Component for advanced tracking & auditing of invoice data files.

* Feature available under licence from Data Interchange. 

Please  contact  Data  Interchange  or  your  local  Data  Interchange  representative  if  you
believe you will require licence codes for any of the new components of ODEX Enterprise
3.

Retention Periods5.4.2

Introduction 

Retention  Periods  determine  the  archiving  and  removal  of  data  file  records  and
associated  disk  files  within  ODEX  Enterprise.  Retention  Periods  have  changed  in  a
number of ways from ODEX Enterprise 2.  

Scheduling

In  ODEX  Enterprise  version  2  the  process  which  performed  retention  periods  was
launched once per day at a configured time. In ODEX Enterprise  version 3 the  retention
periods  process  is  executed  at  small  regular  intervals.  This  decreases  the  work  load
required when the process is executed as it only needs to process data that has become
in scope since the last execution of the process.

It is possible to configure the retention process to suspend execution for a period of time
during the  day.  This  is  usually  configured  in  environments  where  database  backups  or
other machine processes are performed at specific times during the day. Suspending the
retention process during this time ensures that  any  backups  taken  during  this  time  are
not affected by the retention processes.

Workflow Files & Comms Files

In ODEX Enterprise version 2 the retention of information regarding the exchange of  files
over communications protocols (OFTP, AS2, FTP)  is handled  separately  to  the  retention
of information regarding files processed by a workflow (although a relationship between
this information does exist). 
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The  section  in  this  document  that  discusses  the  Workstation  indicates  that  every  file
handled by ODEX Enterprise  is  now  present  on  the  Inbound  and  Outbound  tabs  of  the
Workstation  client.  This  applies  to  all  files  even  if  they  were  not  processed  by  a
workflow. 

In ODEX Enterprise 3 the retention period configuration is applied to files on the Inbound
and  Outbound  views  of  the  Workstation  client.  When  a  retention  action  (such  as
archiving)  occurs  it  is  applied  to  the  file  from  the  Inbound  or  Outbound  tabs  any
associated  information  such  as  communications  information  is  processed  at  the  same
time. This means when a File  is archived all  related Communications File  information is
also  archived  and  when  a  File  record  is  deleted  the  associated  Communications  File
information is also deleted.

Advanced Retention Periods

The  criteria  used  for  Advanced  Retention  Periods  has  changed;  Retention  Profiles  are
now used to specify an ordered list of  criteria for files. This allows for greater flexibility
when configuring retention periods. A 'catch all' retention profile  is included with ODEX
Enterprise  version 3 which is used as the default retention profile. To  configure  trading
partner specific or document specific retention periods add a new retention profile  with
a Sequence that is lower than the default retention profile. 

Upgrades

Advanced Retention Periods are not upgraded from ODEX Enterprise version 2. If  you are
using  Advanced  Retention  Periods  you  will  need  to  configure  new  Retention  Profiles
following  the  completion  of  your  upgrade.   For  more  details  on  configuring  Retention
Profiles please refer to the System Reference Guide.

EDI Codes5.4.3

EDI codes are  used in interchange segments of  EDI messages to identify the sender and
recipient of  the  data.  When  profiling  EDI  codes  in  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3 it  is  now
possible to use the wildcard asterisk character to the qualifier and routing address fields.

When  the  asterisk  character  is  applied  this  will  result  in  any  value  (including  empty
values) matching to the EDI code when:
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Scheduling files using the Schedule job on a workflow.

Verifying EDI codes using the Analyse job on a workflow.

Routing files using the Routing Table. 

ENGDAT5.4.4

Folder Submission

More  recent  versions  of  ODEX  Enterprise  version  2 allowed  users  to  submit  outbound
ENGDAT folders for processing  by  a  workflow.  This  option  was  available  by  selecting  a
channel against an ENGDAT relationship:

In ODEX Enterprise version 3 these options have been modified for additional flexibility:

Schedule the ENGDAT folder for transmission - This option schedules the file  using the
appropriate  communications  protocol  for  mailboxes  configured  against  the
relationship. 

Submit the ENGDAT folder for workflow processing -  This option submits all  files  in  a
folder  for  workflow  processing;  the  files  will  be  individually  matched  to  workflow
selectors to determine the workflow that should be used for processing.

Submit the ENGDAT folder to the selected workflow -  This option submits all  files in a
folder  for  workflow  processing  to  the  selected  workflow.  Any  upgrades  from
relationships in ODEX Enterprise  version 2 where a channel  was selected will  use  this
option. 
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Workstation5.4.5

Files & Communication Files

There are two types of view available for viewing files in the ODEX Workstation client:

The views highlighted in blue are  referred  to  as  File  views  or  Workflow  File  views.  An
entry is now shown in these views for EVERY file  in  the  system.  Files  are  shown  in  the
Inbound  view  when  they  are  associated  with  a  file  received  using  a  communications
protocol  (OFTP,  AS2,  FTP).   The  views  highlighted  in  red  are  referred  to  as
Communications File views. Communications File views shows files that were exchanged
during communications (OFTP, AS2, FTP) sessions. 

In ODEX Enterprise  version 2 the Inbound, Outbound and Error Files views only  showed
files which had been processed on a workflow. Files were placed on the Inbound tab if  a
file  was received by communications  otherwise  they  were  displayed  on  the  Outbound
view.  In  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3  all  files  in  the  system  are  shown  on  either  the
Inbound  or  Outbound  views.  This  includes  files  that  have  not  been  processed  by  a
workflow such as manually scheduled files. From a file on the Inbound or Outbound view
it is possible to perform a Search for any associated Communications Files.

In  ODEX  Enterprise  version  2 there  were  some  scenarios  where  a  file  was  incorrectly
shown  on  the  Outbound  view  -  for  example  when  resubmitting  a  file  for  workflow
processing  from  the  Inbound  view.  In  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3  files  remain  on  the
Inbound  view  when  files  are  resubmitted  or  when  splitting  of  files  with  multiple  EDI
interchanges.

Workflow File IDs

Workflow  FIle  IDs  are  used  by  some  users  to  track  and  trace  files  that  have  been
processed by ODEX Enterprise and are viewable from the ODEX Workstation client.

Workflow File ID in ODEX Enterprise Workstation (Version 2)

Quite  often  the  Workflow  File  ID  is  used  in  workflow  processing  using  the  %FID%
placeholder, for example when creating a unique file path to copy a file to disk.

When upgrading from ODEX Enterprise  verion 2 to  version  3 the  upgrade  will  re-assign
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the  Workflow  File  IDs.  If  you  use  workflow  file  IDs  for  tracking  &  tracing  files  it  is
recommended  that  you  maintain  your  ODEX  Enterprise  2  system  for  a  period  of  time
after the upgrade to allow you to perform any lookups on pre-upgrade data using IDs.

Any new files processed by the system will use an ID that is higher than the last workflow
file  ID  before  the  system  upgrade.  This  means  that  if  you  are  using  the  %FID%
placeholder on a workflow it will remain sequential post upgrade. 

Resubmissions

In ODEX Enterprise 2 there were two options that allowed for a file  to be resubmitted to
a workflow:

Resubmit -  This option would resubmit the current file  on the workflow to a selected
channel.

Resbumit  Original  -  This  option  would  resubmit  the  original  file  (as  received  by  the
system) to a selected channel. 

With the addition of  the  Run  Workflow  job  it  was  necessary  to  reconsider  the  options
available  for  resubmitting  files  (usually  when  a  workflow  error  occurs).  In  ODEX
Enterprise 3 there is a single  Resubmit action which when clicked displays the following
dialog:

This dialog allows the user to select the file they wish to submit (original, current or new)
and  select  the  workflow  (first,  current,  alternate)  that  they  wish  to  resubmit  to.  A
description is updated based on the selection made by the user. 

When  a  file  is  resubmitted  the  audit  trail  of  the  selected  file  is  updated  to  show  the
results. This is different from ODEX Enterprise version 2 where by all  resubmissions were
treated as new files in the system. 

Sessions

ODEX  Enterprise  now  provides  improved  tracking  of  Communications  Sessions.  The
Sessions  tab  in  the  Workstation  shows  all  communications  Sessions  that  occur  in  the
system. 
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From this tab it is possible to:

Filter sessions by date & time, direction, company, state & protocol

Search for files exchanged for a selected session

View server log messages associated with a selected session

The Sessions tab is also available from the Communications Monitor client.

Archive Mode

The  Workstation  now  has  two  modes  of  operation  Live  Mode  and  Archive  Mode.  Live
Mode  shows  current  files  in  the  system,  Archive  Mode  shows  files  which  have  been
archived  for  long  term  storage.  Please  refer  to  the  section  of  this  document  entitled
Retention Periods for more details on how archiving has changed in ODEX Enterprise 2.

XLATE & XLATE Evolution5.4.6

Introduction

XLATE was Data Interchange’s  first  generation  mapping  engine  for  converting  between
EDI  and  in-house  document  types.  XLATE  Evolution  is  the  current  generation  mapping
engine  (introduced  in  2003).  XLATE  Evolution  is  built  with  a  flexible  mapping  engine
providing translation between any document types (EDI, in-house, IDOCs, XML). 

XLATE

XLATE is no longer supported by ODEX Enterprise  version 3; the Construct,  Translate  and
Reformat  jobs  are  no  longer  available  as  workflow  jobs.  During  upgrades  from  ODEX
Enterprise 2 if usage of these jobs is detected a warning will  be  presented to the user to
indicate that these jobs have been removed. Should the user proceed with the upgrade
the jobs are replaced with a Write to File job that is configured to end in error. 

The  Reformat  job  can  be  replaced  with  the  Convert  File  Encoding  job.  A  number  of
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parameters have been added to this job to allow the behaviour of the Reformat job to be
reproduced. For example  for adding carriage return & line  feed characters at the end of
every segment in a non fixed length  file  the  parameters  for  the  Reformat  and  Convert
File Encoding jobs would be:

Reformat Convert File Encoding

Format A1 Insert
Delimiter

After
constant
delimiter

The Construct and Translate jobs will need to be converted to use  XLATE Evolution maps.
For assistance performing this conversion please contact Data  Interchange  or  your  local
Data Interchange representative.

XLATE Evolution

In  the  past  there  have  been  occasions  when  upgrading  between  versions  of  ODEX
Enterprise  where  XLATE  Evolution  maps  have  required  re-compilation  in  order  for  the
map to run post upgrade. ODEX Enterprise  3 now has the  ability  to  execute  maps  using
older versions of the XE runtime detected during upgrade. For example  when upgrading
from and ODEX Enterprise version 2 that runs a map job on a workflow ODEX Enterprise  3
will recognise this an copy the XE runtime from ODEX Enterprise version 2. When viewing
a  Map  job  post  upgrade,  the  Runtime  Version  parameter  will  be  set  to  the  version  of
ODEX Enterprise 2 from which the upgrade was performed. 

For any new maps that are  implemented please ensure the correct XLATE Evolution  run
time is selected.

Document Definitions5.4.7

Document  Definitions  allow  a  document  type  to  be  defined,  for  example  a  Document
Definition  could  be  created  to  identify  Edifact  DELJIT  messages.  In  ODEX  Enterprise
Document  Definitions  may  be  added  to  Data  Definitions  for  use  when  matching  to
Workflow Selectors. In ODEX Enterprise  version 2 Document Definitions  were  shown  in
the  same  section  of  the  tree  view  as  Data  Definitions.  in  ODEX  Enterprise  version  3
Document  Definitions  are  now  displayed  separately  to  Data  Definitions  in  the
Administrator tree view:

In addition to Document Definitions being referenced by Data Definitions they are  now a
part of  the file  analysis functionality provided by the  Analyse  Workflow  job.  Document
Definitions can be used to define fields within an EDI message. When the Detect Codes
parameter of the Analyse job is set the analyser will  attempt to extract the values of  any
fields  defined  against  a  Data  Definition  that  matches  for  the  message.  The  fields
extracted may then be used as placeholders on a workflow. 

A  number  of  pre-defined  Document  Definitions  are  included  with  ODEX  Enterprise
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version 3 for the most common EDI document types.

For more information on the configuration of  Document Definitions please  refer  to  the
Document Definitions section of the System Reference guide. 
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